
Melee Format Regulations v1.0, 3/22/2019

Melee format events supported by the Organized Play (“OP”) program for A Game of Thrones: The Card Game, 
sponsored by Fantasy Flight Games (“FFG”) and its international partners, follow the rules provided in this 
document. All changes and additions to this document since the previous version are marked in red.
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Introduction
The most common type of A Game of Thrones: The Card Game 
event is a tournament following the Joust rules outlined in the 
A Game of Thrones: The Card Game Tournament Regulations. 
However, there are many ways to play A Game of Thrones: The 
Card Game. This document provides the rules for the Melee 
format, one of the most popular alternate formats of A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game events.

This document is a supplement to the A Game of Thrones: The 
Card Game Tournament Regulations. All rules within A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game Melee Format Regulations supersede any 
conflicting rule contained within the Tournament Regulations.

Any events using these Melee Format Regulations should follow 
the A Game of Thrones: The Card Game Rules Reference and FAQ 
when appropriate—both of which may be downloaded from the 
A Game of Thrones: The Card Game page of the FFG website at 
any time.
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The A Game of Thrones: The Card Game Melee format is similar to 
the Joust format in gameplay with one notable exception: it is a 
three- or four-player free-for-all. A player’s paths to victory do 
not change, but they must balance multiplayer politics on top of 
their usual play skills to win.

The Melee format follows the melee rules outlined in the A 
Game of Thrones: The Card Game Learn to Play and A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game Rules Reference. If any rule within 
those documents conflicts with the rules contained herein, these 
Alternate Format Regulations take precedence.

Tournament Materials
There are many materials and game components needed to 
facilitate a tournament. The organizer and players are each 
responsible for supplying certain items.

Organizer Materials

In addition to arranging a location, the organizer is responsible 
for securing tables and chairs for each group of players. For 
the Melee format, players are paired in groups of three or four 
players.

The organizer is also responsible for having all required rules 
documents on hand for reference during the event. This includes 
the A Game of Thrones: The Card Game Rules Reference, A 
Game of Thrones: The Card Game FAQ , A Game of Thrones: The 
Card Game Tournament Regulations, A Game of Thrones: The 
Card Game Alternate Format Regulations (this document), any 
Event Outline relevant to the event, and any other relevant 
document for the event. Most of these documents can be found 
on the A Game of Thrones: The Card Game page of our website at 
FantasyFlightGames.com.

Player Materials

Players are responsible for bringing all of the game components 
they need to play a game of A Game of Thrones: The Card Game. 
This includes all cards, sleeves, and tokens. They should make 
sure that they have a legal deck. When a deck list is required, 
players should bring a completed list or arrive at the venue early 
to fill one out.

Deck Building
Each player must build one draw deck and one plot deck to use 
for the duration of the tournament. By default, each draw deck 
must contain one faction card and a minimum of 60 other cards, 
and each plot deck must contain exactly seven cards. A player 
may also include one agenda card that does not count toward 
the 60-card minimum. This agenda may modify the normal 
deck construction rules. There is no maximum size for the draw 
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deck. However, players must be able to shuffle their deck without 
assistance and within a reasonable amount of time. In addition, 
each player must bring one set of title cards.

Card Sleeves
Players are required to sleeve each draw deck and plot deck, as 
well as their set of title cards, in opaque card sleeves for Premier/
Competitive events. Players may use different sleeves between 
each deck and set, but all sleeves within a single deck or set must 
be identical in size, color, texture, and condition. At Relaxed/
Casual events, if a player is not using opaque card sleeves, he or 
she must make sure that all card backs in each of their decks and 
their set of title cards have a uniform appearance. Players should 
bring a few spare sleeves for each of their decks or set in case a 
card sleeve breaks or becomes unusable during a tournament.

Legal Products
All A Game of Thrones: The Card Game components are legal for 
Melee format tournaments.

Tournament Play
This section provides information and considerations for playing 
the Melee format of A Game of Thrones: The Card Game at a 
tournament.

Tournament Setup

Before the tournament begins, the organizer must set up tables 
suitable for Melee play. Each table must accommodate up to 
four players. Each seat should be arranged so that players have 
enough space on the table to comfortably place all of their cards 
and tokens over the course of a game. In addition, the organizer 
must clearly communicate the details of the event to players 
ahead of time.

Game Setup

During Melee tournaments, players use a modified first step of 
Game Setup:

1. Players determine who is first player. This is done by rolling 
a die or another random process. Then, the first player places 
his or her set of title cards faceup on the table, within easy 
reach of all players, and all other players put away their sets of 
title cards, removing them from the game and keeping them 
off the table.

Three Player Tables

In tournament play, the following special rules are observed 
when playing at a three-player table:

 ✦ The Crown Regent title card is removed from the title pool 
and is not used during the game. When selecting titles 
during the plot phase, only one title card is removed at 
random, rather than two.

 ✦ Each player is allowed to initiate challenges against the 
opponent bearing the title he or she supports.

Table Talk

Politics and bluffing are significant parts of the A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game Melee format. During a Melee game, 
players may discuss the game with one another, at any time, so 
long as it does not unnecessarily slow down the pace of the game. 
Of course, there is no guarantee that any given player is telling 
the truth, and the wise A Game of Thrones: The Card Game player 
takes everything that is said with a grain of salt. Players are not 
allowed, however, to show the contents of their hand, deck, or 
unrevealed plot cards to an opponent, unless a card effect or 
game effect instructs them to do so.

Collusion

Collusion is strictly prohibited in all A Game of Thrones LCG 
Melee tournaments.

Collusion refers to any attempt by two or more players to 
act as partners or teammates sharing a common hidden or 
premeditated strategy for a match or tournament, with the intent 
of gaining competitive advantage for one or more of the cheating 
party’s members. Collusion does not refer to temporary tactical 
agreements that are made between players who are legitimately 
competing for themselves (i.e., not working as a team) in 
response to natural developments that arise during the course of 
a game.

Categorical methods of collusion include (but are not limited to) 
the following:

 ✦ Soft Play refers to behavior by which one partner either 
takes an action in a situation that would not normally 
warrant it or fails to take an action in a situation that would 
normally warrant it, with the primary intent of helping the 
other partner.

 ✦ Throwing a Game refers to behavior by which one partner 
deliberately loses to another partner or allows a partner to 
move up in rank or score before closing out a game.

 ✦ Information Sharing refers to the communication of 
exclusive information between partners during a game with 
the intent of gaining a competitive advantage. This can 
refer to behavior that is taking place secretly within a game 
via gestures, codes, or signals exchanged with a partner at 
the table, or to information being received from a partner 
who is observing the match.

 ✦ Bribery and Coercion refers to any attempt by a player to 
use external threats or promises of compensation, incentive, 
or service, in an attempt to manipulate the outcome of a 
game or tournament.

 ✦ Bullying refers to any situation in which partners have 
identified a player and are competing with the artificial 
goal of minimizing that player’s results and/or tournament 
experience.
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Players can request that the organizer allow them to rejoin an 
event from which they were dropped, being assigned unpaired 
losses for each round they did not attend. Players can rejoin an 
event only during the same stage in which they left. Disqualified 
players are removed from the tournament and cannot rejoin.

Preliminary Rounds
Most A Game of Thrones: The Card Game tournaments use a 
random pairing system that pairs random players in groups of 
three or four for each round. It is possible for players to play 
against each other more than once during a Melee tournament, 
but organizers should modify pairings to prevent any group of 
three or more players from playing against each other more than 
once. At the end of the preliminary rounds, the winner of the 
tournament is the player with the most tournament points unless 
there are single elimination rounds (see “Single Elimination 
Rounds” on page 5).

Players should be paired to maximize the number of four-player 
groups while making sure no group has less than three players. 
For example:

6 Players: Two 3-player tables

7 Players: One 4-player table, one 3-player table

8 Players: Two 4-player tables

9 Players: Three 3-player tables

10 Players: One 4-player table, two 3-player tables 

11 Players: Two 4-player tables, one 3-player table 

12 Players: Three 4-player tables

13 Players: One 4-player table, three 3-player tables 

14 Players: Two 4-player tables, two 3-player tables 

15 Players: Three 4-player tables, one 3-player table 

16 Players: Four 4-player tables

Progression Cut
Many A Game of Thrones: The Card Game tournaments set 
a predetermined number of rounds, at the end of which all 
players that meet certain performance criteria advance to the 
next stage of the tournament and all other players are dropped. 
This is commonly referred to as “making a cut,” and is often 
accompanied by a change in the type of tournament rounds.

These tournament regulations cover the type of cut used for the 
Melee tournament structure: a standings-based cut to the top 3, 
4, or 16 players. There are additional types of progression cuts 
detailed in the Fundamental Event Document, found on the A 
Game of Thrones: The Card Game page of the FFG website.

If a player qualified for a standings-based cut drops from the 
tournament before any games are played during the next stage of 
the tournament, the next highest-ranking player should be added 
to the cut as the lowest ranked player in the cut.

 ✦ Team Play refers to the act of entering and/or approaching 
an event as a team or block of players, with the intent 
to manipulate the field so as to gain advantage against 
players who are competing as individuals. The team uses 
one another’s deck selections to inform or dictate their 
own deck selections, which are intended to be made as 
individuals. Such an approach may be accompanied by an 
implicit agreement to not fully compete with one another, 
or to allow identified members (such as the strongest 
players on the team, or the members of the team who are 
ranked highest in the competition) of the group to advance 
any time another member of the team is encountered in the 
tournament.

Tournament Concepts
These tournament concepts create the framework for any A Game 
of Thrones: The Card Game Melee event.

Round Times

Each tournament round of A Game of Thrones: The Card Game 
Melee is a predetermined length, giving players a certain 
amount of time to complete their games. A leader should start 
the timer for a tournament round after most players have found 
their seats and begun to set up. If a game has not concluded 
when the time for a tournament round runs out, the players play 
through the next taxation phase (see “End of Round” on page 
5). A tournament round’s length varies depending on the type of 
round.

 ✦ Preliminary Rounds: 105 minutes each

 ✦ Single Elimination Round (Top 16): 105 minutes each

 ✦ Single Elimination Round (Top 4): 180 minutes

Pairings

Each round, players are paired with two or three opponents, 
against whom they play a Melee game of A Game of Thrones: The 
Card Game. The method of pairing may change based on what 
type of rounds are being used. The organizer must announce the 
number and type(s) of rounds and what size any progression cuts 
will be before the start of the tournament.

If a player no longer wishes to continue playing, he or she can 
notify the organizer of their intent. The organizer will avoid 
pairing him or her in future rounds by dropping them from the 
tournament. Players are also dropped if they do not appear for 
a round in which they are paired within a reasonable time limit 
(typically 5 minutes after the start of the round), or if they are no 
longer able to play for another reason. If a player does not appear 
for a round at a four-player match, the remaining three players 
play the round as a three-player game. If a player does not appear 
for a round at a three-player match, the organizer should re-pair 
players so that no game has less than three players, if possible.
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If a player’s draw deck runs out of cards or a player concedes 
at any point during a game, that player is eliminated from the 
game, all cards he or she owns are removed from the game, and 
each card he or she controls but does not own is placed in their 
owner’s discard pile. If the eliminated player was the first player, 
the first player token is passed clockwise to the next player. The 
eliminated player receives 0 tournament points (see “Tournament 
Points” below) and places one spot lower than the number of 
remaining players. For example, if a player is eliminated from a 
four-player game, he or she ends the game in fourth place. If a 
second player were to be eliminated before the game ends, he or 
she would end the game in third place.

Tournament Points 

Players earn tournament points at the end of each round based 
on their placement at the table at the end of the game. The player 
closest to his or her victory total wins the table, the next closest 
player finishes second at the table, and so on.

The winner of a table scores 15 tournament points. Each player 
who finishes in second, third, or fourth place earns tournament 
points equal to his or her power at the end of the game—to 
a maximum of 15—divided by his or her place at the table, 
rounded down. A player with any effects that reduce their victory 
condition add that amount to his or her power total—before 
dividing by his or her placement—when calculating his or her 
tournament points. If two or more players are tied for placement, 
then they receive a number of tournament points equal to the 
average of the scores from each position they fill. For example, 
if two players are tied for second place, then they receive the 
average of the 2nd Place score and the 3rd Place score.

Scoring Example 1: Ed, Jamie, Greg, and Sara play against each 
other in a game. None of the players have effects that modify the 
amount of power they need to win the game. Jamie wins the game by 
acquiring 15 power. Ed and Sara finish tied for second with 12 power. 
Greg finishes fourth with 2 power. Jamie receives 15 tournament 
points for winning the game. Ed and Sara earn tournament points 
based on the average of the second place and third place scores: 6 points 
(12 divided by 2 for second place) and 4 points (12 divided by 3 for 
third), which means each of them receives the average of 5 points. Greg 
earns tournament points for fourth place: 2 divided by 4, for a result of 
0.5, which is rounded down to 0 tournament points.

Scoring Example 2: Dan, Sam, Julia, and Gabe play against each 
other in a game that goes to time. At the end of the game, Sam and 
Julia are tied with 14 power, Dan has 9 power, and Gabe has 5 
power. Sam and Julia receive the average of the first place score (15 
points) and the second place score (7 points in this case), which means 
they each earn 11 points. Dan earns tournament points normally 
for third place: 9 divided by 3, for 3 tournament points. Gabe earns 
tournament points normally for fourth place: 5 divided by 4, for 1 
tournament point.

Tiebreakers
If two or more players have the same number of tournament 
points, tiebreakers are used to determine each player’s standing 
within that group. Tiebreakers are used in the following order 
until all players within that group have been given a standing.

Player drop example: Steven finishes the preliminary rounds of a 
tournament in third place and makes the top 4 cut but has a family 
emergency come up before the single elimination rounds begin. He 
informs the organizer that he must leave the tournament and then 
departs. The organizer immediately calls over the fifth-place player, 
Eve, and informs her that she may play in the top 4 due to someone 
leaving. She accepts and is entered into the top 4 as fourth place. The 
former fourth place player moves to third place.

Single Elimination Rounds
Many A Game of Thrones: The Card Game tournaments use single 
elimination rounds, in which the winner of each pairing group 
remains in the tournament and the losing players are eliminated 
and dropped from the tournament. Elimination rounds are 
usually used after a progression cut to the top 4 or 16 players and 
continue until only one player remains and is named the winner.

If a progression cut was made for the top 4 players, all players 
compete in a single game. If a progression cut was made for 
the top 16 players, they are seated in groups of four for the first 
elimination round based on their ranking at the end of the 
preliminary rounds, as follows:

Table One: 1-8-9-16

Table Two: 2-7-10-15

Table Three: 3-6-11-14

Table Four: 4-5-12-13

In the second elimination round, the winning four players 
from the first round compete in a four- player final game. If 
one or more games end in a tie between two or more players, 
points from that round are used to find enough players for the 
remaining spots in the final game. If two or more players have 
the same number of points, tiebreakers are used to determine 
who advances (see “Tiebreakers” below).

If a player drops from the tournament after single elimination 
rounds begin, that player’s opponents play a three-player game 
for the round. If two or more players in the same game drop, the 
organizer should re-pair players so that no game has fewer than 
three players, if possible.

End of Round

Each tournament round ends in one of the following ways:

 ✦ Victory Condition: One player meets their deck’s victory 
condition. That player is the winner. 

 ✦ Time: When time is called at the end of a tournament 
round, players must play through the taxation phase of the 
current game round. If no player has won by the end of the 
taxation phase, the player closest to their victory total is the 
winner.

 ✦ Concession: All but one player in a game voluntarily 
concede defeat at any point during the game. The 
remaining player is the winner.
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This and other supported documents for FFG Organized Play can be accessed from the FFG Organized Play Page:

FantasyFlightGames.com/OP
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 ✦ Strength of Schedule: A player’s strength of schedule is 
calculated by adding the total tournament points of each 
opponent in a single round and dividing by the number of 
opponents that round. Do this for each round the player has 
competed in, then add the result of each round and divide 
by the number of rounds that opponent has played. The 
player with the highest strength of schedule is ranked above 
all other players in the group not yet ranked. The player 
with the second-highest strength of schedule is ranked 
second among all players in the group not yet ranked, and 
so on.

 ✦ Extended Strength of Schedule: A player’s extended 
strength of schedule is calculated by adding each 
opponent’s strength of schedule and then dividing by the 
number of opponents that player has played. The player 
with the highest extended strength of schedule is ranked 
above all other players in the group not yet ranked. The 
player with the second-highest extended strength of 
schedule is ranked second among all players in the group 
not yet ranked, and so on.

 ✦ Random: If any players are still tied after all other 
tiebreakers have been applied, then those players are ranked 
in a random order below any players already ranked in the 
group. 

Tournament Structure
The structure of a Melee tournament determines how many 
preliminary and single elimination rounds are used.

Custom Melee Structure

The Custom Melee structure is meant to be flexible and be 
modified based on a tournament’s and community’s needs. The 
Event Outline of official Melee tournaments will either include 
a specific structure tailored to that particular type of event or 
instruct the organizer to design a structure and communicate 
it to participants. Below is an example structure for A Game of 
Thrones: The Card Game Melee tournaments, but an organizer 
may use a different structure as long as he or she announces the 
structure to players before the start of the tournament.

Number of Registered 
Players

Number of Preliminary 
Rounds

Size of 
Cut

6-12 2 No Cut

13-40 3 Top 4

41-149 3 Top 16

150 and Above 4 Top 16


